Abstract-The Web Service Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) lacks any standard graphical notation. Various efforts have been undertaken to visualize BPEL using the Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN). Although this is straightforward for the majority of concepts, it is tricky for the full BPEL standard, partly due to the insufficiently specified BPMN execution semantics. The upcoming BPMN 2.0 revision will provide this clear semantics. In this paper, we show how the dead path elimination (DPE) capabilities of BPEL can be expressed with this new semantics and discuss the limitations. We provide a generic formal definition of DPE and discuss resulting control flow requirements independent of specific process description languages.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) [1] as standardised by the OMG has emerged as the de-facto standard for business process modelling. Its development was at least partly driven by the lack of any standard graphical notation for the Web Service Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) [2] which is the leading standard in the field of Web Service orchestrations. Between the poles of high-level business alignment and low-level process enactment, a lot of research has been conducted on transformations between both languages [3] - [7] . A bidirectional alignment, however, suffers from conceptual mismatches [8] . In an earlier work, we revealed BPEL's dead path elimination (DPE) capabilities as a major issue for BPEL-to-BPMN transformations, in particular [9] .
In general, DPE refers to a control flow concept that supports explicit skipping of activities. Skipping an activity can then lead to the skipping of subsequent activities, to eliminate the dead path. By using conditions (conditional DPE), subsequent activities can be executed even though preceding activities were skipped. This paper elaborates on the realisation of DPE in BPMN. It relies on the semantics of the inclusive OR gateway and the complex gateway. For both constructs, the current BPMN standard [1] does not provide an unambiguous definition [9] , [10] . The upcoming revision 2.0 of BPMN [11] addresses the execution semantics of all constructs. In this paper, we evaluate BPMN's DPE capabilities based on the latest public draft of BPMN 2.0 [11] and the new semantics to be expected.
We show how DPE can be realised in BPMN 2.0 and what limitations remain. Based thereon, we illustrate the application of our findings in the context of BPEL-to-BPMN transformations.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II illustrates the concept of DPE by means of an example process, while we dedicate Section III to a formal definition of DPE and a discussion of its control flow requirements. Afterwards, Section IV introduces the realisation of DPE in BPM, discusses the mapping of DPE in BPEL to BPMN, and its limitations. We review related work in Section V and conclude in Section VI.
II. EXAMPLE WITH DEAD PATH ELIMINATION
In order to illustrate the essence of dead path elimination, Figure 1 depicts an exemplary BPEL process. This order-toshipping scenario is visualised in a notation similar to the one used in the BPEL specification. The process is triggered by the reception of a purchase order. Afterwards, a flow activity is activated which, in turn, starts two single activities and two sequences of activities in parallel. Four of the activities have outgoing control links (links for short) named with small letters, while transition conditions are declared at the source of the links. Further on, a join condition is specified for activity Schedule Production. Semantics for this example are as follows: After an activity with an outgoing link (e.g. Query Customer Status) ends, the transition condition (e.g. Master Agreement?) is evaluated and depending on the result, the control link is set to either 'true' or 'false'. These Boolean link values are considered in join conditions. Thus, activity Schedule Production is executed only, if the ordered items are not on stock at the shipping hubs or if there exists a master agreement with the customer. Skipping of activity Schedule Production will set its outgoing link to 'false', which invariably leads to skipping of activity Schedule Transport to Shipping Hub. This behaviour is referred to as dead path elimination.
III. DPE IN BUSINESS PROCESSES
Dead path elimination (DPE) has been widely discussed in the context of executable workflows [12] - [14] . However, we are not aware of a concise model that captures the essence of DPE formally. Therefore, this section defines Figure 1 . BPEL example scenario with DPE DPE in the first part. Based thereon, we discuss the resulting requirements for token-flow based languages and analyse the well-known workflow patterns for coverage of these requirements. Afterwards, we present a short survey on the capabilities of common process languages to cope with DPE.
A. Definition of Dead Path Elimination
First and foremost, we specify the notion of an acyclic process model in order to provide a concise definition of the very core of DPE. The definition of an acyclic process model has been inspired by the notion of synchronizing workflow models as presented in [15] .
Definition 1 (Process Model (PM)): A process model is a tuple P = (N, →), where
• N is a set of process nodes and • →⊆ N × N is a flow relation connecting process nodes. P is called acyclic, if the flow relation → is acyclic.
As an abbreviation we will use n as the set of all arcs directly preceding n, i.e. n := {(x, y) ∈ → | y = n}. n is defined accordingly for succeeding arcs. Based thereon, we define process models, for which the execution of each node is captured by a relation that considers the state of its preceding arcs. The set of states is given by S = {⊥, executed, skipped}.
Definition 2 (PM with Explicit Enabling): A process model with explicit enabling is a tuple P e = (N, →, signal, ex) where
is an acyclic process model and • for every node n, label s ∈ S, signal(n, s) specifies states for arcs succeeding n: -signal(n, executed) ⊆ (n → {⊥, true, f alse}), -signal(n, skipped) = (n ×{f alse}), -signal(n, ⊥) = (n ×{⊥}), • for every node n, ex(n) specifies the combinations of states of its preceding arcs for which n will execute, where From here on, we use the term process model to refer to an acyclic process model with explicit enabling. The definition of ex implies that arbitrary combinations of arc states can be defined to trigger execution. Figure 2 shows an example where node n has two predecessors a and b, i.e. n = {(a, n), (b, n)}. As specified in the signal relation, arc (a, n) is set to f alse in all cases, i.e. a might have been executed or skipped. It is worth to mention that our definition allows arcs only to be set to true, if their source node has been executed. Further on, n will execute if arc (a, n) is in state f alse and (b, n) in state true or f alse. Further, we define ex −1 (n) as the relation containing all tuples of arc / state combinations, not leading to an execution of n, i.e. ex −1 (n) = ℘ ( n × {true, f alse}) \ ex(n). Next, we present restrictions on ex by introducing process models with plain enabling as special cases. While process models with conditional enabling can use ex to define arbitrary enabling conditions, for process models with plain enabling the ex relation contains all cases in which at least one incoming arc is true.
Definition 3 (PM with Plain Enabling): Let P e = (N, → , signal, ex) be a process model. Then, P e is a process model with plain enabling, if for all nodes n ∈ N it holds ex(n) ∩ {( n × {f alse})} = ∅.
The example from Figure 2 does not show plain enabling. Here, ex(n) would look as follows in order to comply with plain enabling:
Further on, we characterise process instances by the notion of their state, while neglecting means to distinguish different instances.
Definition 4 (State of Process Instance): Let P e = (N, →, signal, ex) be a process model. Then a tuple I = (N, →, signal, ex, st) is a process instance of P e in a certain state, where st : N → {⊥, executed, skipped} is a function assigning status labels to nodes.
The state of a process instance is given by the function st. For obvious reasons, all nodes are neither executed nor skipped in the initial state, i.e. ∀ n ∈ N : st(n) =⊥.
In order to capture the behaviour of a process instance, we specify its semantics using a state transition system. The transition relation → is defined by a set of transition rules, consisting of a context, a source state and a target state. The context is a set of guard conditions, which have to hold in order for the rule to apply. Semantics for the process instance are given by the following three transition rules (a context is noted above the line, while the transition from the source state to the target state is noted below the line). As a shorthand notation, we use •n := {x ∈ N | x → n} for nodes preceding n.
Rule Init starts processing of the process instance, as it represents the execution of a node without predecessors, rule Exec marks the execution of a node n, and rule Skip realises skipping. The actual choice between these two rules is based on ex(n). We test whether the combination of the states of preceding arcs is contained in ex(n) or ex −1 (n). These states, in turn, are determined by evaluating the signal function for all preceding nodes. Please note, that in both rules it is implicitly ensured that all predecessors of the respective node have been either skipped or executed.
After we introduced our formal foundation for process models and process instances, we are able to capture the characteristics of DPE.
Definition 5 (Dead Path Elimination): Let I = (N , →,ex,st) be a process instance in a certain state. Then the term dead path elimination refers to a state transition described by transition rule Skip during processing of I.
B. DPE Requirements on Token Flow
According to the formal model presented in the previous section, enabling of a node is based on the state of all preceding arcs. These arc states, in turn, depend on the state of their source nodes (however, they might not be equal, e.g., an activity might be skipped, but the outgoing links are set to true). In contrast to that, common process description languages activate nodes based on token passing. Thus, before we are able to summarise the requirements of DPE, we have to address how arc states are propagated using token flow. There are three possible realisations.
• Typed Tokens If the process description language supports at least two distinguishable types of tokens (true and false tokens), the state of an arc is indicated by sending a corresponding token.
• One Arc and Non-Local Semantics A token is sent on an arc to indicate the state true. Non-local semantics is applied to distinguish the states false and ⊥ of the respective arc.
• Dedicated Arcs
There are two arcs representing the states true and false, respectively. An untyped token is sent exclusively on one of them. Based thereon, we summarise the requirements of DPE on token flow based languages as depicted in Figure 3 . First, we need to be able to activate a branch under specified conditions, as node activation might not imply activation of the succeeding branches. Thus, means to send tokens based on conditions are essential (I). In order to realise DPE, we also have to merge control flow based on a join condition (II). This condition references the states of preceding arcs. Thus, it corresponds to the relation ex in Definition 2.
The concrete realisation of this flow pattern depends on the way the arc states are indicated using token flow. Requirement (II) can be further classified. In order to realise plain DPE, the join condition must require that one of the preceding arcs has been activated (III). Another important specialisation of requirement (II) is a join condition that can express that a preceding arc was not activated (IV).
C. Going Beyond Workflow Patterns
It is worth to notice that the aforementioned requirements are not covered by the well-known control-flow patterns [16] of the workflow patterns framework 1 to the full extent. While requirement (I) is captured by the Multi-Choice pattern, support for the requirements depends on how the arc state (true or false) is propagated.
In case of typed tokens, requirements (III) and (IV) are captured by the Local Synchronizing Merge pattern, whereas the generalisation of both patterns, namely requirement (II), cannot be traced back to any pattern. There is no means to specify an arbitrary join condition over the type of received tokens.
If one arc and non-local semantics are used to model the state of an arc, requirement (III) is covered by the General Synchronizing Merge pattern. However, requirement (IV) is not captured. The control flow pattern requires an activation of at least one of the incoming arcs, which is not the case for requirement (IV). Again, requirement (II) is also not support as join conditions based on the state of incoming arcs cannot be expressed.
In case dedicated arcs are used to indicate arc states, requirement (IV) is covered by the Simple Merge pattern, whereas requirements (II) and (III) are not captured directly. A workaround would be to encode a join condition using Synchronisation and Simple Merge patterns. Due to the implied We observe that the limited coverage of the requirements for DPE mainly results from the neglect of arc identities in all control flow patterns. In contrast to diverging patterns (e.g. a Multi-Choice), converging patterns always assume indistinguishable arcs. This precludes any possibility to specify merging behaviour based on a condition over the type of incoming tokens or the state of incoming arcs. Even if two dedicated arcs are used to propagate a node state, these two arcs cannot be correlated in the set of incoming arcs.
D. DPE in Process Description Languages
In the following, we present a short survey on the capabilities of common process description languages to realise DPE scenarios. An overview is given in Table I .
As discussed for the example in Section II, BPEL [2] supports DPE through control links, transition conditions, and join conditions in a flow construct. BPEL prohibits cyclic link dependencies and control links must not enter or leave repeatable constructs. The BPEL semantics might lead to different behaviour of a process with and without DPE. That results from the potential usage of a negation operator in join conditions and the requirement to wait for synchronisation of all branches before the join condition is evaluated. This phenomenon, referred to as a side effect, has been studied by van Breugel and Koshkina in [17] . They also propose different DPE semantics for BPEL to avoid side effects, as they assume these effects to be unintended in any case. With our definition of DPE in Section III-A, we do not follow this opinion and comply with the existing BPEL semantics that has explicitly been affirmed by the OASIS WS-BPEL Technical Committee. The committee rejected a proposal to restrict join conditions in order to avoid side effects (cf. issue 14 in the WS-BPEL Issues List 3 ). UML [18] introduces Activity Diagrams (AD) in order to describe business processes. Conditional divergence of branches can be expressed by fork nodes with guard 2 The OR-join has underspecified execution semantics in EPCs. conditions. In order to join concurrent branches, UML AD introduce join nodes. A plain join node synchronises, if all incoming arcs have been activated. Further on, a join specification allows for further specification of the merging behaviour. According to [18] , a join specification is a conjunction of identifiers of a subset of incoming arcs as illustrated in Figure 4 . Thus, there are no means to synchronise multiple branches, of which only a subset has been activated before (i.e. there is no OR-join in UML AD). Even in case the disjunction operator would be allowed in the join specification, this issue would not be resolved as discussed in [19] . Work on formalisation of semantics of UML AD [20] , [21] typically neglects the join specification. Owing to the restricted expressiveness of the join specification, UML AD support neither plain DPE nor conditional DPE.
While we can model conditional divergence of branches in EPCs [22] directly, a lot of research has been conducted on the corresponding convergence of branches through an OR-join [23] , [24] . Grounded on an OR-join formalisation, Mendling shows the realisation of plain DPE in [25] when mapping BPEL to EPCs. However, conditional DPE is not supported due to the absence of a construct that allows for merging of multiple branches based on a condition. This also prohibits any realisation of DPE with dedicated arcs to distinguish the true and false state.
Aiming at increased support for workflow pattern and well-defined semantics for the OR-join construct, van der Aalst and ter Hofstede introduced YAWL in [26] . YAWL semantics are grounded on untyped token flow. Plain DPE is supported via OR-splits and OR-joins. As flow relation entities are indistinguishable in YAWL, we cannot specify conditional convergence behaviour. Thus, conditional DPE is not supported.
IV. DEAD PATH ELIMINATION IN BPMN
This section shows how dead path elimination can be realised in BPMN. We first show the realisation of plain DPE and then discuss the challenges associated with conditional DPE. Afterwards, DPE is reviewed discussed in the context of BPEL-BPMN-transformations.
In general, semantics for BPMN are based on untyped token flow, which excludes the possibility to apply true and false tokens in order to propagate a state of an activity (cf. Section III-B). As mentioned before, two constructs that are important for DPE have underspecified semantics in the current BPMN standard [9] , [10] . Therefore, we base our discussion on the semantics proposed in the course of the BPMN 2.0 standardisation [11] . According to our formal model defined in Section III-A, plain dead path elimination requires a certain activity to be executed, if one of the preceding arcs has been set to true. Therefore, the enabling condition can be seen as an inclusive disjunction over the states of preceding arcs. Consequently, we can base our realisation on one arc and nonlocal semantics (cf. Section III-B) in order to distinguish the states (true and false) of an arc. We illustrate the realisation by means of the exemplary process model that is depicted on the left side of Figure 5 . It has two nodes without predecessors, a and e, that are executed initially. Afterwards, the state for arcs starting at these nodes are set based on the relation signal which is illustrated for node a. Further on, we see that the ex relation requires at least one of the preceding arcs of node d to be in state true which corresponds to plain DPE configuration.
The realisation of this scenario in BPMN is grounded on conditional flow and the merging inclusive OR-gateway as illustrated on the right side of Figure 5 . The joint execution of all nodes without predecessors is realised using a parallel split gateway in front of the respective BPMN activities. In general, the state true of an arc in our formal model is represented by sending a token on the respective sequence flow in BPMN. In our formal model, a state of an arc is derived via the relation signal. This condition, in turn, is reflected by the conditional flow in the corresponding BPMN model. The relation signal does only consider the node states, however, the corresponding conditions (c1, c2, c3, c4, and c5) in the BPMN model might also be based on process data, as the distinct relation between the node states and the arc states is not required to observe DPE.
Further on, the states f alse and ⊥ of an arc in our formal model have to be distinguished in the respective BPMN model as well. This is achieved by the non-local semantics of the OR-join. That is, the join waits for all tokens 'anywhere upstream of this sequence flow, i.e. there is no path from a token to this sequence flow unless the path visits a dominator or postdominator [..] A node dominates a sequence flow if each path from a source of the graph to the sequence flow visits that node.' [11] . Due to the acyclic nature of our DPE model, postdominators will never impact on the semantics of the OR-join and at most one token will be send on each arc. Therefore, the arc state f alse of our formal model can be represented by the absence of a sent token which is detected by the OR-join semantics.
Note that stalling of the process is possible even in plain DPE configuration. Regarding the example in Figure 5 , we could define signal(a, executed) = { ((a, b), f alse), ((a, c) , f alse)}. Thus, the arcs succeeding node a are always set to f alse. That would result in skipping of both nodes b and c. If also signal(e, executed) = {((e, d), f alse)}, node d will be skipped. In plain DPE configuration all potential nodes after d will be skipped either, as the relation signal can set an arc state to true solely if the source node has been executed (cf. Definition 2). This complies with our BPMN model as no tokens are sent after activities a and e have been executed. Consequently, another activity might never be executed afterwards.
B. Realisation of Conditional DPE
In contrast to plain DPE, conditional DPE allows for the specification of an arbitrary combination states of preceding arcs in order to execute a certain activity. Therefore, the ORjoin cannot be applied as in the case of plain DPE. Nomen est omen, however, the complex gateway is intended 'to model complex synchronization behaviour' [11] . In general, firing behaviour of the complex gateway is specified using an activation expression which is evaluated with the reception of every token. It might reference separate token counters for each of the directly preceding flow arcs (but not for flow arcs elsewhere in the model). Once the activation expression evaluates to true, a token is created on the normal output flow. Afterwards, 'the gateway waits for a token on each of those incoming gates that it has not yet received a token in the first phase unless such a token does not come (cf. inclusive join behaviour)' [11] . Thus, the non-local semantics known from the OR-join is reused. Finally, the gateway resets by creating a token on the optional reset output flow.
Conditional DPE without negation. First, we consider conditional DPE without negation. That is, a join condition requires a certain flow arc to be either in state true or both states (true,f alse) are allowed in the join condition (see arc (c, d) in Figure 6 ).
That is, whenever an execution configuration (i.e. a set in ex(n)) specifies state false for an arc, ex(n) has to contain another execution configuration, in which this arc is required to be true, whereas the states for all other arcs remain unchanged. Formally, for all nodes n it holds ∀e ∈ ex(n), t ∈ → [(t, f alse) ∈ e ⇒ ∃ e 2 ∈ ex(n)[e 2 \ e = {(t, true)}]]. In this case, semantics of the complex gateway allow for the realisation of conditional DPE as illustrated in Figure 6 . This (¬a Λ b) Figure 7 . Conditional DPE with negation cannot be realised in BPMN realisation resembles the one introduced for plain DPE except for the mapping of the join condition. In the process model on the left side node d is executed solely if the preceding arcs from node a and b are set to true. This condition has to be encoded in the activation expression of a complex gateway. It requires the token counters of two gates to be bigger than one, i.e. tc a ≥ 1 ∧ tc b ≥ 1. With the arrival of every token (indicating the state true for the respective arc) this condition is evaluated. Please note that for all activities potentially succeeding activity d the following property holds due to our assumptions. For such an activity, the decision of execution is either based on the state true propagated on the path coming from d, or this path does not impact on this decision.
Conditional DPE with negation. In case a join condition contains negation, conditional DPE cannot be realised in BPMN directly. That is due to the missing possibility to test for token absence on one of the incoming arcs of the complex gateway. Even if the activation expression requires a certain token counter to be zero, it might be the case that a token arrives at a later stage.
Consider, for instance, Figure 7 . Setting the activation expression to tc a = 0 ∧ tc b ≥ 1 would lead to unintended firing of the complex gateway in case execution of activity b finishes before execution of a finished (assuming that both activities send a token on their outgoing conditional flow). Therefore, this kind of conditional DPE can only be realised if a different approach is chosen in order to distinguish the arc states of our formal model. As mentioned in Section III-B, two dedicated arcs might be applied in order to represent the true and false states of such an arc. However, this approach does not seem feasible due to the enormous overhead which is illustrated in Figure 8 for the aforementioned join condition.
C. BPEL Control Links in BPMN
In contrast to BPMN, BPEL supports the full range of DPE variants. BPEL scenarios showing plain DPE or conditional DPE without negation can be mapped to BPMN. For these scenarios the mapping directly follows from the realisation as described above. However, block-structured control flow elements that are part of a process with DPE have to be considered accordingly. This is shown in Figure 9 which illustrates the BPEL process from Section II (which shows conditional DPE without negation) in BPMN. We see that the block-structured BPEL activities, e.g. the BPEL sequences, result in additional sequence flows. These flows have to be synchronised using OR-join constructs in order to preserve the execution semantics of the block-structured activities. Consider, for instance, activity Schedule Shipping from Hub. It has to be executed after activity Store Order, whereas activity Schedule Production might be executed in between, depending on the evaluation of its join condition. To cope with this potential execution, the inclusive OR gateway succeeding Schedule Production is activated once the first activity Store Order finished execution. Due to the non-local semantics, it is ensured that Schedule Shipping from Hub will only be executed if Schedule Production has finished or cannot be executed at all.
Please note that there is still a slight difference in execution semantics between the BPEL and the BPMN process. As a complex gateway representing a join condition fires immediately after the condition is fulfilled, a subsequent activity (e.g. Schedule Production) might run concurrently to activities preceding the complex gateway (e.g. Query Hub 1). This potential concurrency cannot occur in the BPEL process because BPEL join conditions are evaluated only after all links are set.
V. RELATED WORK
Besides the numerous publications on BPEL-BPMNtransformations [3] - [9] , two fields of research are further related to our work. On the one hand, there are multiple pattern-based assessments of BPMN and BPEL revealing differences in their expressiveness with respect to control flow, data flow, and process instantiation mechanisms [27] - [30] . Albeit based on older versions of both standards, these assessments reveal serious deviations between both languages. On the other hand, work on formalisations of both languages is related. Numerous approaches have been presented in order to formalise BPEL semantics, refer to van Breugel and Koshkina [31] for an overview. Most of these approaches capture also BPEL's DPE capabilities. For BPMN, existing formalisations [32] - [35] are based on former versions of BPMN. They either omit the inclusive OR and complex gateway or make assumptions that do no longer hold true due to BPMN 2.0.
VI. CONCLUSION
In the first part, we elaborated on the concept of dead path elimination (DPE) in general. We introduced a formal model capturing the essence of DPE, derived requirements for token flow based languages, and gave an overview of support for DPE in common process description languages. Based thereon, our second contribution is a description of how DPE can be realised in BPMN assuming semantics proposed for BPMN 2.0. As DPE in BPMN is motivated by an alignment with BPEL, we also discussed to which extent BPMN 2.0 can be used to represent BPEL regarding DPE scenarios.
A major result of our work is the precise description of different kinds of DPE along with a discussion, which of these DPE variants can be realised in BPMN. Plain DPE and conditional DPE without negation can be realised directly (although the latter implies a slight deviation in semantics), whereas conditional DPE with negation cannot be expressed in a feasible manner. That, in turn, implies limitations for any BPEL-BPMN-transformation. We solely sketched such a transformation for DPE, so that a concrete transformation algorithm is still to be presented.
Moreover, the rather complex realisation of conditional DPE without negation in BPMN raises questions concerning a negative impact on the understandability of the model. Although semantics might be precise, the intrinsic complexity of such scenarios might be seen as a reason to avoid conditional DPE in BPMN models.
